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Possibility of an unequivocal test of different models of the equation of state of aluminum
in the coupling regime GÈ1–50
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The equation of state~EOS! in regimes of density (r) and temperature~T! which are inaccessible to
experiment has to be determined using theories which may themselves be out of their range of validity. Even
for Al, the EOS in the region 0.1,r,2 g cm23, and 1,T,50 eV, where the ionic coupling parameterG
ranges from 1 –;50, is not unknown. We present results for the EOS using the Thomas-Fermi model~TF!, the
quotidian equation of state, the Sesame tabulation, and using the density-functional neutral-pseudoatom~NPA!
model which is a first-principles theory applicable at strong coupling. It is found that the NPA predictions are
very different from the other models, and experiments could provide an unequivocal test of the validity of the
different EOS models. We report theoretical results for the Hugoniot, and the electrical conductivity in the
regime of interest.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Building the equation of state~EOS! of materials requires
the use of many physical theories, numerical methods,
experimental techniques. Even in presumably ‘‘simple’’ m
terials, the evaluation of thermodynamic properties may
very uncertain. The recent studies of dense deuteri
prompted by recent shock experiments done with the N
laser,@1# prove that sound theoretical models, on which a
of EOS data rely, may still be inadequate.

Aluminum is a simple metal, and is often considered
accurate standard for EOS studies. The knowledge of
aluminum EOS is good in the regime of the solid and
metallic liquid ~i.e., for r.2 g cm23, and for temperatures
up to a few electron volts!, due to numerous static and dy
namic measurements@2#. However, there are domains whe
no experimental information is available and common th
ries are out of their range of validity. This is true for very lo
and moderate densities, the temperature being not
enough to make the Thomas-Fermi statistical method r
able. The density/temperature plot of Fig. 1 illustrates
subregions covered by the theories used to calculate
Sesame EOS of Al@3#. The hatched area is not addressed
theory. It is accessed by numerical interpolation from
adjacent regions where data are available. The ‘‘unknow
area, roughly defined by, 0.1,r,2 g cm23,1,T,50 eV,
is such that the plasma is strongly coupled~the ionic cou-
pling parameterG5(Z* e)2/r wskBT, goes from 1 to 50!. It
will be called theG(1 –50) region. Herer ws is the Wigner-
Seitz radius such that the volumeV54pr s

3/3, in atomic
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units, contains just one ion, i.e.,N51. An experimental tech-
nique, presently under development~e.g, at Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory! probes the thermodynamics of dense pla
mas in theG(1 –50) region@4#. An Al wire is heated to
create a plasma which is allowed to expand, and then sub
to a laser shock. The density and temperature behind
shock is expected to be of the order of 1 g cm23, and
;10 eV, respectively. The measurements give the densitr,
the pressureP, and the internal energyE. The objective of
this study is to show that such experiments should be abl
distinguish among the theoretical EOS models of dense p
mas in this regime, to well within experimental accuraci
We briefly present the theoretical models, the thermo
namic functions, and transport coefficients calculated fr
them. Examples of shock Hugoniot curves relevant to
‘‘unknown’’ region are also given.

FIG. 1. Temperature-density plot of the subregions covered
various theories used to calculate the SESA equation of state
aluminum. The hatchedG(1 –50) region is the object of the prese
calculation, using TF, QEOS, NPA, and an interpolation from
neighboring regions~SESA!.
©2002 The American Physical Society14-1
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II. EOS MODELS FOR ALUMINUM

We present four EOS models of aluminum dense plasm
These models are: The genuine Thomas-Fermi~TF! model
@5#, the quotidian equation states~QEOS! model @6#, the
Sesame~SESA! model @3#, and the neutral pseudoato
~NPA! model in the framework of density functional theo
~DFT! @9#, generalized to finite temperatures and construc
within a self-consistent treatment of ion correlations us
the hypernetted-chain method inclusive of bridge correcti
@7,8#.

The Thomas-Fermi model (TF): The TF equation is
solved accurately, and no analytical fits are used.

The QEOS model: This EOS, proposed by Moreet al.,
pragmatically tries to correct for the most important sho
comings of the TF model. The free energy of the materia
written as:

F~V,T!5Eb~V!1@FTF~V,T!2FFT~V,0!#1Fi~V,T!.

Eb(V) is a binding energy atT50 substituted for the TF
energy. The thermal part of the electronic free energy
mains that of the TF model without any quantum correctio
An excess-ionic contributionFi(V,T) is included. In the
solid phase,Fi(V,T) is given by the Debye model with
Debye temperatureTD depending on the density according
parametrized forms due to Cowan. The parameters are
sen to fit the experimentalTD , the Grüneisen coefficientg,
and the melting temperatureTm at normal density. Those two
are related by the Lindemann law. In the fluid pha
Fi(V,T) interpolates between the Dulong-Petit solid
Tm(V) and the perfect ideal gas at very high temperatu
with a scaling inTm(V)/T. A calculation of the electrica
resistivity within the same conceptual and phenomenolog
framework as the QEOS is available via the work of Lee a
More @10#.

The Sesame (SESA) EOS: The Sesame library, develope
at Los Alamos National Laboratory, is widely used for n
merical simulations. In theG(1 –50) region, SESA is an in
terpolation between the results of several theories valid
adjacent domains. These theories are:~i! higher densities;
liquid-metal perturbation theory with electronic excitatio
up to aboutT 5 20 eV, and TF theory with electronic quan
tum corrections and ionic corrections forT above 20 eV,~ii !
lower densities; Saha model to approximatelyT 5 3 eV, and
then an activity expansion~ACTEX! based on static-
screened potentials is used for higher temperatures@11#.

The Neutral Pseudo Atom (NPA) model: The NPA model
was first proposed for solid simple metals atT50 @9#. The
problem of the ion distribution does not arise in solids.
self-consistent density-functional theory of the ion distrib
tion coupled to the electron distribution leads to a liqu
metal type theory of the EOS of a plasma within the s
called ‘‘physical picture,’’ i.e., a first-principles theory@7,8#.
It combines an average-atom full self consistent Kohn-Sh
treatment of the electrons, both bound and free, with a
scription of the ionic fluid using the classical theory of li
uids ~this is in fact a classical DFT for ions!. For the elec-
trons, the Kohn-Sham-Mermin@12# equations are solved fo
a single ‘‘pseudoatom’’ embedded in a jellium with a cavi
04641
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A temperature-dependent exchange and correlation poten
as parametrized in Iyetomi and Ichimaru@13# is added to the
Hartree potential. The displaced electron charge den
around the nucleus consists of a localized bound contribu
nb(r ) and a free delocalized contributionnf(r ). The uniform
density of the jellium in which the atom is embedded
self-consistently determined from these densities. It is rela
to the average ionizationZ* by: Z* r5n, in atomic units.
The free energy required to embed the atom in the jelliu
FI(V,T), is also calculated from the Kohn-Sham wave fun
tions. Assuming that the density response function of
metal is similar to that of a uniform electron gas at the de
sity n and at temperatureT, a pseudopotential is determine
which reproduces the self-consistent free-electron cha
densitynf(r ). With this pseudopotential, the ion-ion intera
tion is computed. A hyper-netted-chain equation inclusive
a bridge function is solved for the pair-correlation functio
@14#, from which the ionic free energyF12(V,T) is calcu-
lated. Finally, the total free energy of a plasma atom is

F~V,T!5Z* f ~V,T!1FI~V,T!1F12~V,T!. ~1!

Here f (V,T) is the free energy of an electron in a unifor
interacting electron gas of densityn at temperatureT. Varia-
tional properties of the free energy may be used to simp
the calculation of the internal energy and pressure. This
proach is accurate forT.5 eV. At lower temperatures, tak
ing account of several multiply charged ions instead of
average atom becomes necessary@8#. At still lower tempera-
tures, molecules and clusters arise and require multice
DFT calculations.

Once the basic properties of the plasma@i.e.,Z* , electron-
ion interactionVei and the structure factorS(k)# are ob-
tained, the transport coefficients, e.g., the resistivity@8#, and
the energy-relaxation coefficient@15#, etc., may be evaluated

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

The main differences between the NPA and the TF-ty
models arise from the inclusion of finite-sized, compressib
interacting discrete ions within the associated ionizat
equilibrium. Also, an explicit treatment of the continuu
lowering due to electron-electron exchange correlation,
electron-ion correlation, gets included in the NPA. W
present results for the excess internal energyEex , excess
pressurePex , and the electrical resistivityR, calculated
within the different EOS models.

Eex5E2~3/2!kBT, ~2!

Pex5P2kBT/V. ~3!

Note that the number of particlesN in the volume V
54pr ws

3 /3, is one. The electrical conductivity within th
QEOS is evaluated using the approach due to Lee and M
while that from the NPA is given in Ref.@8#.

We use the results of thermodynamic calculations for
QEOS and SESA models done by Renard@16#. Some tabu-
lations of the thermodynamic functions for our NPA mod
4-2
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as well as the code for carrying out such calculations
on-line input, are given at our website@17#.

The variation of the excess internal energyEex /NkBT,
with N51, for densities ranging from 0.1 to 1.5 g cm23,
and temperatureskBT 5 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 eV i
considered~for detailed tabulations, see@17#!. Figure 2 dis-
plays thekBT 5 5 and 30 eV data. The behavior is rath
similar for the TF, QEOS, and SESA energies, while there
a significantly different behavior for NPA. The excess ene
is smaller by a factor of about 2 at low temperature;
density variation is steeper for the lowest densities, and
temperature gradient is weaker at low temperature but st
ger at higher temperature. Themagnitudeof Eex /kBT de-
pends on the chosen energy origin, which is the energy of
isolated Al atom~2482.6705 Ry for NPA!. These differences
are easily seen in the specific heat, shown in Table I.

Figure 2 showsPexV/NkBT, with N51, as a function of
r for the two values of T. Note that ideal-gas term
P0V/kBT51 and only the excess component is display
For more results, see@17#. The Pex in NPA has two compo-
nents, viz., from electrons and from screened ions. The

FIG. 2. Two upper panels: excess internal energy,Eex /NkBT,
with V such thatN51, is given as a function of density in the fou
EOS models, forT55530 eV. Two lower panels: excess pressu
PexV/NkBT, with N51, as a function of densityT55 and 20 eV.

TABLE I. Specific heat@]Eex /](kBT)#V in the SESA and NPA
models.

r g cm23 SESA NPA SESA NPA

T (eV)→ 5 5 30 30

0.1 12.9 9.4 25.6 36.3
1.5 7.9 5.0 15.7 19.6
04641
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type models have no explicit treatment of the ions. The
sults for TF and QEOS are very similar atT530 eV, while
SESA shows the same density variation as TF at a lo
pressure. NPA is different from the other three EOS;
pressure is always lower, and its density variation is larg
This would result in a very different sound velocity. AtT
530 eV, all curves show a decrease ofPexV/kBT with in-
crease of density~N.B. PexV/kBT is a decreasing function o
the density even ifPex were constant. Moreover, the deriva
tive of the total pressure,]P/]VuT is negative as it should
be!. This behavior is most pronounced in the NPA, and i
result of the interplay betwen the density, ionization balan
the compressibility of the screened ions and the elect
pressure. Also, the NPA model admits a realistic treatmen
the reduction in fugacity due to electron-electron exchan
and correlation, ion-electron, and ion-ion correlations, wh
the other models do not explicitly address such effects.

A. Hugoniot curve for a typical experiment

In the proposed experiments~referred to in the introduc-
tion! a shock is induced in the Al plasma with an initi
density much lower than the solid density, and the sho
pressure is in the megabar range. We have calculated
Hugoniot curves for such shocks using the four EOS. T
initial density is r050.05 g cm23 and the temperature i
kBT051 eV. The four curves are shown in Fig. 3. The the
modynamic functions in the initial state are not known. W
have checked that the use of some plausible values for
initial internal energy,Ein , and the pressure,Pin , does not
influence the density and pressure behind the shock ab
0.4 Mb. So, for the initial state of the shock, we have tak
Ein and Pin to be that of the perfect gas atr0 and T0 ~We
emphasize that some other choice, e.g.,Pin5Ein50 would
not affect the Hugoniots above 0.4 Mb!. The TF and QEOS
curves are too close for experimental discrimination. But
SESA and NPA curves are very different from the previo
ones, and between themselves: the SESA is much ste
with an asymptotic densityr50.35 g cm23. With the DFT-
NPA, r does not saturate for pressures up to 2 Mb. AtP
50.5 Mb, the SESA and NPA densities differ by 15%. W

,

FIG. 3. Hugoniot curves for initial conditions r0

50.05 g cm23 and kBT051.0 eV, as calculated in the four EO
models.
4-3
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believe that typical experimental accuracies are quite su
cient to determine which of the EOS models best descr
the experiments.

The NPA model ‘‘absorbs’’ a large change in matter de
sity for the range of pressures shown in Fig. 3. In so
sense, this is because the change in internal volume of
atom ~associated with changes inZ* ) and the screening
cloud allows this gradual density change. In fact, a sim
effect is seen in Fig. 4, where a larger change in resisti
occurs over the density range shown~unlike in the TF model
of Lee and More whereR versusr is ‘‘flat,’’ because here
also Z* , the free-electron density, and the ion distributi
come in to play.

FIG. 4. Electrical resistivity for a typical system atT510 eV
calculated from the Lee and More model, and from the DFT-N
model. In the NPA case the resistivity is evaluated from the pseu
potential constructed from the NPA-charge density, and from
scattering phase shifts.
.
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B. Electrical resistivity

In Fig. 4 we show the electrical resistivity for a typica
case within the region studied. The Lee-More Thom
Fermi-type approach, does not show the structure shown
the NPA calculation. The Ziman formula is used, with t
electron-ion interaction described by~a! the pseudopotentia
~constructed from the NPA charge density!, ~b! a scattering
amplitude constructed from the phase shifts of the pseuod
tom. A detailed discussion of various models of resistiv
within the NPA scheme has been given in Ref.@18#. The
structure in the NPA resistivity arises from the transition
Z* from ;2 in the low-density regime, toZ* ;3 in the
high-density regime. These results show that measurem
of the electrical resistivity would also serve to distingui
between the various available plasma models.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have reported results on the aluminum EOS and tra
port properties in the regime of dense strongly coup
plasma obtained from several models, one of which is a fi
principles model. These results show important differen
in the thermodynamic functions, with drastic consequen
on the pressure of shocks that can be induced in plas
initially obtained by electrical heating followed by expa
sion. The predicted transport properties also show clear
ferences between the NPA and the Thomas-Fermi-type m
els. In our opinion, the existence of large differences
theoretical predictions should be a strong motivation for
periments which are potentially able to discriminate amo
available models of hot dense matter.
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